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atlas. It  lies open on the kitchen table  
to any state nervously considered,
 red veins
 
of principal highways sprawled thin  
under
 
wide  blue  interstates. With  individual fingers  
we track a most likely route, if we were
 
going  here,  
if we were going there. I pretend a cool knowledge
 of roads into major cities, and daddy would drive
 a hundred-twenty-eight miles into Iowa
 to avoid Chicago.
The
 
blue of the  lakes and surrounding  oceans  
is lighter than the
 
blue of  the  roads.  
Politely we point
 
out distance and depths,  using  
our thumbs and index fingers to measure miles
 
or,  
for longer trips, a ruler. Sometimes
 
we  return  
to the
 
national map, the Pacific  falling over  
the western edge of the table, Florida hidden
 beneath a palm. Even mama calls a truce






completely a map can fill up  a room.
With something
 
to gaze upon, the eyes  are easily trained  
to ignore all else, to focus their black holes on highways
 and rivers,
 
orange  cities, green mountains, the  broken  
pink
 
lines of foot trails. Daddy prefers  
these
 
sparsely drawn squares of Wyoming, Colorado,  
blank spaces as wide
 
as  a hand. Mama stares  
at
 
the crowded dots of New York, ponders how to  get there  
without going through tunnels. I want only
 the thick blue
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To the atlas, I raise a fond glass.
How grateful I am for the hours
 
of ignorance  
it has brought this sore family, its pages the finest
 table
 
cloth in the  house. How  good it is not to talk  
but to look; to touch the
 
route,  convert  kilometers  
into miles, and follow them to the edge
 where
 
all depths  of  the ocean are never  
deep
 
enough, and all blue fails  to match the brightness  
of leaving.
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